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“As a writer I’m always interested in hearing the routines of other creatives. Some firmly believe in 
waking at dawn and working throughout the morning, while others can only work in the middle of 
the night. One thing is key: consistency and building a habit of writing every day, regardless of how 
inspired you feel…Here are a collection of the creative habits of some of the most well-known 
names in writing.” 
PROMPT: Which writing routines resonated with you most and why? How can you create a sustainable routine 
for productivity and persistent attention?

Bleeker believes that every professional who approaches their craft with persistent attention is 
capable of producing extraordinary work. Ed Faulkner presents a wonderful example of what’s 
possible with a focused, disciplined approach to work in the world of software and beyond. 
PROMPT: What can be learned from Faulkner’s practical approach to persistent attention? How can you 
implement these lessons in the workplace and facilitate persistent attention amongst your team?

“There are 168 hours in each week. How do we find time for what matters most? Time 
management expert Laura Vanderkam studies how busy people spend their lives, and she's 
discovered that many of us drastically overestimate our commitments each week, while 
underestimating the time we have to ourselves. She offers a few practical strategies to help find 
more time for what matters to us.”  
PROMPT: What would your performance review + holiday letter entail? How can daily and weekly priority 
lists improve your productivity and persistent attention?

“Ms. Rhimes’s sister told her, You never say yes to anything. This prompted Ms. Rhimes — a 
workaholic, 43-year-old single mother of three whose stage fright had her turning down many 
requests for public appearances — to spend a year saying yes to new opportunities…Eager, as I 
would tell a friend, ‘to get a little Shonda in my life,’ I recently spent a month emulating Ms. 
Rhimes. I started by making a list of activities that I aspired to.” 
PROMPT: How might a month of “saying yes” improve your persistent attention and lead to growth? What 
activities would be on your aspirational list?
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